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Tempo Zero Document Tracking

Immediately make the work of your people easier! 

TACKLE YOUR COMPANY’S NEEDS 

The search and traceability of documents is 

a basic need for companies.

OFFER ADVANTAGES TO YOUR BUSINESS

If your company needs to easily and quickly find 

your ERP documents, this is the right APP for you.

TEMPO ZERO DOCUMENT TRACKING HELPS YOU

The Tempo Zero Document Tracking APP allows you to navigate (surf) between 

documents. 

Through a guided configuration, it is possible to search for all critical documents 

for companies; the search takes place through a dashboard dedicated to searches or 

directly from the document registered through a special launch option.

The system compiles a detailed LOG with all

 the extracted documents and displays them 

in a widget through a graphic Addin; 

clicking on the widget you can open 

an iframe that directly displays 

the selected document.

SEARCH AND BROWSE THROUGH DOCUMENTS

The search and traceability of documents is a basic 

need for companies, now without using a document, 

you can browse all critical documents in a very 

short time; a detailed log will show you what was 

searched with all the links between documents.
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Tempo Zero Document Tracking

DOCUMENTS SEARCH PAGE
Search for documents starting from a document 
(e.g. from a registered invoice)

CONFIGURATION PAGE DOCUMENT 
LEVELS AND PATHS
Pages to launch in JS format by link

NAVIGATION FROM 
REGISTERED DOCUMENT 
(ex. posted invoice)

CARD NAVIGATION FROM STANDARD 
RELATION (STANDARD BC)

OPENING JS PAGE FROM LINK 
FILTERED ON LEVEL 
(ex. click on “credit note”)

EXAMPLE OPENING OF 
A "CREDIT NOTE" IN FRAME JS

 (BC standard card)

DOCUMENT CARD
(ex: opening of a “credit note”)

LOG - DETAILED
Data extracted in tabels identified by search level 

with already set/setable filters
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